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MaxYield Cooperative and Chad Besch
“Our name is our mission” – that is MaxYield’s motto
and their passion. From refined fuels, to propane, to
grain and seed, MaxYield, located in West Bend, Iowa, takes pride in providing solutions for customers.

Conventions
 M-PACT (#821)
Indianapolis (April 18-20, 2017)
 NPGA Southeast Expo (#1125)
Nashville (April 21-23, 2017)
 Western Propane Conv. (#415)
Reno (May 17-19, 2017)
 AREE Eastern Expo
Hershey, PA (May 21-25, 2017)
 Cenex Buyers Fair
Minneapolis (June 13-14, 2017)

K & K Training Lab
 Advanced CSR Workshop
May 9-10 , 2017 (Tues-Wed)

Time-Saving Tips!
 Be sure to run reports that
show the variances to what you
may have expected

Karla’s Korner
Dear Valued K & K Partners,

Spearheading that effort on the energy front is Chad Besch, the Energy
Team Leader. After joining Max Yield in 1999, Chad saw the opportunity to make operations more efficient.
From the beginning, Chad needed a system
that worked for both refined fuels and propane. He also knew he needed software that
allowed for his idea of on-boarding billing
and for ease of use in the back office. K & K and Energy-Force and
MaxYield became partners in 2009.
Chad believes it has been a great partnership. “There are so many things Energy-Force does to work with
you and evolve with you…” speaking to his appreciation of the software and the
K & K team’s passion to continually make it better while meeting the needs of
customers and keeping up with ever-increasing demands of changing markets.
In Chad’s “spare” time, which has decreased over the
last few years as his kids have become more active in
sports, Chad enjoys staying fit. Initially, his daughter,
now 16, had just been born and he wanted to lose
some weight. He started out by running, but was
soon talked into a triathlon by a friend. Not even
owning a bike, his friend sold him his on a Thursday
and Chad completed his first triathlon on Saturday.
Since then, Chad has completed several triathlons,
including two Ironman competitions, one in 2010
and one in 2012. The Ironman consists of a 2.4 mile
swim, a 112 mile bike ride, and a full marathon (26.2 miles) which must be
completed in 17 hours or less. When asked why he does it, Chad responded that
he loves “…how you feel at the end.” Admittedly tired, but feeling great! The same can be said of his work
and that passion will continue to drive him, both on the road and in the field.

Our congratulations and support
to Chad at MaxYield for his many
accomplishments! We are proud
to have so many amazing partners
and friends in the K & K family.
Be sure to drop by and say ‘hello’ if
you are at any the conventions.
Thanks as always for being a
‘Valued’ K & K Partner!

We sincerely thank both
Chad and MaxYield
for being valued
K & K partners!

Karla
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Useful Tip!
Over time, daily zip files for EnergyTrack and Mobile Service will take
up precious space on your server.
Be sure to contact your IT person to
remove old data such as the zip
files located in the following folders:

 TLOUT
 RETTLIN

“Tips to Motivate Employees”
Adapted from USA Business Review
Manage energy, not engagement
When we are low on energy, we lose our ability to
focus, regulate emotions, make decisions and take
action. By managing energy instead of engagement, leaders protect employees functionality.
This can unlock energy that fuels enthusiasm and
innovation—generating sustainable engagement.

Deliver experiences, not promises
When elaborate recognition/reward programs/performance management systems don’t deliver on promises, this creates workplace cynicism—leading employees to see engagement as a con
game. But by delivering on experiences, leaders can create a happy, productive, frequently energized employee base.

Target emotion, not logic
We live and work in a “Feelings Economy,” where feelings—not
intellect—drive behavior. Research shows that emotional engagement trumps rational engagement by a multiple of four! Understanding what matters most to employees—and then acting
upon it is an effective way to show compassion and support.
Trust conversations, not surveys
Annual engagement survey results only provide a small glimpse of
a very large picture. To really understand and energize employees,
leaders must shift to frequent, face-to-face, meaningful conversations with employees. Why? Quality conversation releases all kinds of high-performance hormones in our brains.
Practice partnering, not parenting
The brain perceives “shared responsibility” as a risk. Therefore,
leaders may resort to parental-like behaviors—which, consequently, introduces negativity into the workplace. By shifting to a
“partnering” managerial style, leaders and employees can
work together to create powerful solutions that both parties
are willing to adopt and implement.

Training at K & K Lab
“Advanced CSR Training”
Tuesday and Wednesday
May 9-10, 2017
8:00 A.M.—5:00 P.M.
Please note, we will not be holding our annual
Optimizer Plus Workshop this year. Be sure to look
for the 2018 Optimizer Plus workshop next March!

Pull out the backstory, not the action plan
Too often, organizations take engagement survey results at face
value and create “one-size-only” action plans. This practically
guarantees employee resistance to any engagement initiative.
Leaders who use converse frequently with their employees
can draw out the backstory behind engagement scores—and
co-create conditions that generate meaningful, sustainable energy.

Meet needs, not scores
When employees’ individual needs go unmet, they act out in unskillful ways such as forming cliques and gossiping—permeating
the organization with interference, which affects people’s ability to
leverage their executive function. By focusing on individual needs
instead annual survey scores, leaders can inspire employees
and sustain workplace energy.
Challenge beliefs, not emotions
According to brain science, it is not our capability but our belief in
our capability that affects how effective we are. Leaders who engage in meaningful conversation with employees to identify
and address negative beliefs (such as self-doubt) can create a
much greater sense of belonging.
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